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CONFLICT OFLAWS - DISCRETIONARY PRINCIPLES - FORUM NON
CONVENIENS - ANTI-SUIT INJUNCTIONS : Amchem Products Inc . v.
British Columbia (Workers Compensation Board)

Elizabeth R. Edinger*

Amchem Products Inc . v . British Columbia (Workers Compensation Board)'
is destined tojoin MorguardInvestments Ltd. v . De Savoyel on the short list of
mostregularly cited Supreme CourtofCanadadecisions on the conflictoflaws
for two reasons .

First, Amchem modifies the English principles governing discretion both
to stay local actions and to prohibit commencement or continuation offoreign
actions . WhetherAmchem will merely supplement or will completely supplant
Spiliada Maritime CorporationLtd . v . CansulexLtd.' and S.N.I. Aerospatiale
v.LeeKuiJak4 will bediscussed inthis comment. In eithercase, future litigants
will have to cite Amchem whenever an application is made in a common law
court in Canada for a stay of the local action or for an anti-suit injunction .

Second, it is possible that Amchem sheds some light on the proper
formulation of the new Morguard rule for recognition and enforcement of
foreign judgments' If this is so, Amchem will have to be read with and cited
as a companion case to Morguard on all occasions when the new recognition
rule is in issue .

*ElizabethR. Edinger, ofthe FacultyofLaw, University ofBritish Columbia, Vancouver,
British Columbia .

' [1993] 3 W.W.R . 441, (1993), 77 B.C.L.R. (2d) 62 (S.C.C .). (HereafterAmchem) .
2 [199013 S.C.R . 1077, (1990), 76 D.L.R. (4th) 256. (Hereafter Morguard).
' [1987] A.C . 460 (H.L.) . (Hereafter Spiliada) .
4 [1987] A.C. 871, [198713 All E.R . 510 (P.C.) . (HereafterAerospatiale) . Although

Aerospatiale wasdecided by the Privy Council it assertedthat it was setting out the law of
England as well as that of Brunei and it has consistently been treated as having done so.

s There isconsensus that some ambiguity attaches to the formulation oftheMorguard
rule. There must be a real and substantial connection between the forum in which the
judgment was obtained and something, but that something is described in varying ways
throughout the reasons for judgment. For discussion of Morguard on this point and
generally, see: J . Blom, Conflict of Laws--Enforcement of Extra-Provincial Default
Judgment--Real and Substantial Connection (1991), 70 Can. Bar Rev . 733 ; V . Black and
J . Swan, New Rules for the Enforcement of Foreign Judgments: Morguard Investments v
De Savoye (1991), 12 The Advocates Quarterly 489 ; H.P. Glenn, Foreign Judgments, the
Common Law and the Constitution : De Savoye v Morguard Investments Ltd. (1992), 37
McGill L.J . 537 ; C . Walsh, Canadian Private International Law After De Savoye v
Morguard Investments (1992), 8 Sol.Jo . (N.B .) 1 ; J.G. Castel, Recognition and Enforce-
ment ofa Sister Province DefaultMoney Judgment (1991), 7 B.F.L.R. 111 ; P . Finkle and
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The Decision
The appellants in the Supreme Court ofCanada were seeking to set aside

an injunction granted by the British Columbia Supreme Court and continued
by the British Columbia Court ofAppeal, prohibiting them from continuing a
tort action commencedin the state ofTexas.' Most ofthe plaintiffs in theTexas
action, appellants in the Supreme Court of Canada, were residents of British
Columbia . Most of the defendants in the Texas action were American
companies but none hadbeen incorporated in Texas. New evidence, supplied
to the Supreme Court at its request, established that many of the companies
were carrying on business in the state of Texas or haddone so.

	

No parallel
action had ever been commenced in British Columbia but the corporate
defendants were willing to attom to the jurisdiction of the British Columbia
courts if the plaintiffs could be induced somehow to sue there instead of in
Texas.

Uncertain as to a right to an injunction as an independent remedy, they
commenced an action claiming damages for abuse of process, seeking a
declaration that British Columbia was the appropriate forumforthe action and
requesting anti-suit and anti-anti-suit injunctions' as ancillary relief. At trial
and on appeal, it was held that an anti-suit injunction could be applied for
independently, that the principles enunciated by the Privy Council in
Aerospatiale for the granting of anti-suit injunctions should be adopted in
British Columbia and, applying those principles, that continuation of the tort
action in Texas constituted oppression and vexation within the meaning of the
Aerospatiale principle. Some difference of opinion existedamongthe British

S. Coakeley, Morguard Investments Ltd: Reforming Federalism from the Top (1991), 14
Dal. L.J . 340. See also (1993), 21 Canadian Business Law Journal, for therevisedpapers
onMorguardbyV. Black. E. EdingerandJ.Wood presentedatthe 22ndAnnual Workshop
on Commercial and Consumer Law held at McGill University on October 16-17, 1992 .
Morguard was expressly limited to therecognition ofjudgments interprovincially but the
rule has been extended by the lower courts very quickly tonon-Canadianjudgments. See
Clarke v . Lo Bianco (1991), 84 D.L.R. (4th) 244 (B.C.S .C .); Minkler and Kirschbaum v .
Sheppard, unreported, Vancouver Registry 0903031, November 8, 1991 (B .C.S.C.);
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp . v . Vanstone (1992), 88 D.L.R . (4th) 448 (B.C.S.C.) ;
McMickle v . Van Straaten (1992), 93 D.L.R. (4th) 74 (B.C .S.C .) ; Moses v . Shore Boat
Builders (1992), 68 B.C.L.R . (2d) 394 (B.C.S.C .); Fabrelle Wallcoverings andTextiles v .
North American Decorative Products (1992), 6 C.P.C . (3d) 170 (Ont. Gen. Div.).

6 The case was complicated atthe trial and appeal levels inBritish Columbiaby anti-
anti-suit injunctions sought by the Texas plaintiffs in Texas and the Texas defendants in
British Columbia . An anti-anti-suit injunction is an order prohibiting the other party from
seeking an anti-suit injunction in another forum. It amounts to a pre-emptive strike . This
tactical manoeuvring, while a fascinating study in itself, becamevirtually irrelevant inthe
Supreme Court of Canada and so details ofit are omitted in this account of the case . For
afull discussion see thereports ofthe trialandappealdecisionsin BritishColumbia (1989),
42 B.C.L.R . (2d) 77, 65 D.L.R . (4th) 567, [199012W.W.R. 601 (B.C.S.C .), and (1990),
50B.C.L.R . (2d) 218,75D.L.R. (4th) 1, [199111W.W.R.243 (B.C.C.A .) respectively, and
a comment by this author (1992), 71 Can. Bar Rev. 117.

Past connections with a forum should have no bearing on jurisdiction unless the
connection existed at the time the cause of action arose.

B See supra, footnote 6.
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Columbiajudges attrial and on appeal as to what constituted theoppressionand
vexation in Amchem itself. The trial judge was primarily concerned with the
granting of an anti-anti-suit injunction by the Texas courtin the face ofthe anti-
suit and the anti-anti-suit injunction proceedings in British Columbia. The
majority ofthe CourtofAppealconsidered thatthe apparent failureofthe Texas
courtto consider the doctrine offorumnon conveniens amountedto oppression
and vexation.

TheSupreme CourtofCanada, in aunanimous decision writtenby Sopinka
J.,9 allowed the appealand setaside the injunction . TheBritishColumbia courts
were not held to have applied the wrong principles, but to have applied those
principles incorrectly: Texas was the natural forum and, even if it were not,
oppression and vexation had been found where none could properly be held to
exist.
Anti-Suit Injunctions: TheAmchem Test

Amchem holds that the general principle applicable when a defendant or
potential defendant in a foreign action seeks an anti-suit injunction in a
Canadian common law court is based on Aerospatiale : 10

Inmyview, the principles outlined in SNIshouldbe thefoundation for the test applied
in our courts . These principles should be applied having due regard for the Canadian
approachto private international law. This approach is exemplified by thejudgment
ofthis Court inMorguard, supra, in which LaForest J. stressed the roleof comity and
the need to adjust its content in the light of changing order.
It is not self-evident that theMorguard view of comity differs in any way

from the English view . The definition or description adopted by La Forest J. in
thatcase was, in fact, drawn froman 1895 decisionofthe United States Supreme
Court, Hilton v. Guyot. 11 Nor can the response ofthe Supreme Court ofCanada
in Morguard to comity concerns be distinguished from that of the English
courts . Morguard fashioned a new rule for recognition and enforcement of
judgments just as the English courts had revised the principles governing stays
of local actions. Indeed, the new Morguard rule, limited as it was to the
interprovincial context ofrecognitionand enforcement, probably owes as much
to the federal principle as to the comity principle . Nevertheless, whether ornot
there is a distinctive Canadian approach to private international law which
depends on our appreciation of the comity principle, there can be no doubt that
Amchem effected significant alterations to and modifications of the English
principles in issue .

Like the Aerospatiale test, the Canadian version consists of two steps or
stages . That test is not reached, however, unless certain preconditions are
satisfied . These preconditions are not set out as absolutes, but Sopinka J.
indicates that they would ordinarily be applicable .

The firstprecondition requires that as a general rule an actionmust actually
havebeen commencedin anotherjurisdiction . Injunctions shouldnotbe sought

9The other members of the court were La Forest, Gonthier, Cory and McLachlin JJ.
10 Supra, footnote 1, at pp. 464 (W.W.R.), 85 (B.C.L.R.).
11 159 U.S . 113 (1895) .
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to preventcommencement of an action . Tactical manoeuvring is to be limited .
The only example in thejudgment of a circumstance which might qualify as an
exception to this general rule is the case where the commencement of a foreign
action might constitute an actionable wrong. 12

Secondly, the defendant in the foreign action should request the foreign
court to refrain from exercising the ;jurisdiction it has assumed before seeking
an anti-suit injunction from a Canadian court. This precondition is describedas
a "preference" ." Again, it is unclear when it would be proper to waive this
precondition . Apossible circumstance mightbe whenapplicationto the foreign
court for such purpose wouldbe futile because it has no discretion to exercise
on this issue .

It is questionable whether anything can be made ofthe fact that SopinkaI
describes the firstpreconditionas a general rule and the second as apreference.
The exercise would seem to be about as useful as attempting to distinguish
between a constitutional convention anda constitutional practice. The point is
that neither precondition is absolute, a status that accords perfectly with the
origin and nature of the remedy sought .

No precondition was imposed requiring the existence of a local action in
Canada. Thedecision at trial, upheldon appeal inBritish Columbia,that ananti-
suit injunction may be applied for as independent relief, is thus upheld. The
Supreme Court ofCanada decision does attach one express qualification to the
British Columbia decisions, however, by holding that a Canadian court may
consider an application for an anti-suit injunction only if it is asserted by the
applicant to be the natural forum" or, at least, an appropriate forum. In other
words, Canadian courts are not to assumejurisdiction to police forum shopping
and assertions of exorbitant jurisdiction simply as disinterested, uninvolved
arbiters oreven, as McEachem C.d.B .C. suggested, as policemen ofthe citizens
of their ownprovinces . This qualification is implicit inAerospatiale and inthe
British Columbia decisions inAmchem but the express enunciation of it by the
Supreme Court of Canada contributes valuable certainty . Satisfaction of this
qualification is not necessarily satisfaction of the first stage of the anti-suit
injunction test as formulated by the Supreme Court, however.

Using the principles enunciated in Aerospatiale as the acknowledged
foundation, the Supreme Court ofCanada sets out and discusses a two part test
for the granting of anti-suit injunctions. The parts are cumulative, not
alternative. The first stage requires assessment of the relative appropriateness
of the forum and the foreign court for the action . The second stage requires
identification of the consequences to the plaintiff in the foreign action of an
injunction prohibiting continuation ofthat action and evaluation ofthe justice
of an anti-suit injunction in the circumstances.

12 Supra, footnote 1, at pp. 464 (W.W.R .), 85 (B.C.L .12 .) .
13 1bid ., at pp . 64-65.
14 Supra, footnote 1, atpp . 465 (W.W.R.), 86 (B.C.L.R .) : ". . . theforum thatonthebasis

of relevant factors has the closest connection with the action and the parties."
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Some confusion attaches to the proper question to be asked on the first step
of the test . The critical passage in Sopinka J.'s judgment reads as follows :'5

The first step in applying the SNI analysis is to determine whether the domestic
[Canadian] forumis the natural forum, that is the forum that on the basis ofrelevant
factors has the closestconnectionwiththeaction and theparties . I would modify this
slightly to conform with the test relating to forum non conveniens . Under this test
the court must determine whether there is another forum that is clearly more
appropriate . The result of this change in stay applications is that where there is no
one forum that is the most appropriate, the domestic forum wins out by default and
refuses a stay, provided it is an appropriate forum. In this step ofthe analysis, the
domestic court as amatterofcomity musttake cognizanceofthefactthat the foreign
court has assumed jurisdiction . If, applying the principles relating to forum non
conveniens outlined above, the foreign court could reasonably have concluded that
there was no alternative forum that was clearly more appropriate, thedomestic court
shouldrespect that decision and the application should be dismissed . When there is
a genuine disagreement between the courts ofour country and another, the courts of
this country should not arrogate to themselves the decision for bothjurisdictions . In
most cases it will appear from the decision ofthe foreign court whether it acted on
principles similar to those that obtain here, but, ifnot, then the domestic court must
consider whether the result is consistent with those principles .
In acase in whichthedomestic court concludes that the foreign courtassumed juris-
dictiononabasis that is inconsistent withprinciplesrelating to forum nonconveniens
and thatthe foreign court's conclusion could not reasonably have been reached had
it applied those principles, it must go then to the second step of the SNI test.

In this passage Sopinka J . slips from asserting in the first sentence that the
question is whether the Canadian court isforum conveniens to an examination
ofwhether the foreign court in which the actionhas been commenced isforum
conveniens - or at least, could reasonably have concluded that it is . Identifica-
tion of the "asking" court is highly significant because where neither forum is
clearly more appropriate, the "asking" court will be the natural forum " by
default" . If the Canadian court asks ifit is the natural forum and decides that
it is because it is not persuaded that there is another more clearly appropriate
forum elsewhere it will move on to step two ofthe test more often than ifit asks
whether the foreign court, where the action is pending, could reasonably have
held itself to be the natural forum applying the same test . More often than not,
no one forum clearly is more appropriate than another."

is Ibid., at pp . 465 (W.W.R.), 86 (B.C.L.R .) .
is That this is the case is recognized by Sopinka J., ibid ., at pp . 450 (W.W.R.), 72

(B.C.L.R .), in an earlier part ofthe judgment where he sets out the nature of the problem
to be resolved:

. . . the business of litigation, like commerce itself, has become increasingly interna-
tional . With the increase of free trade and the rapid growth of multi-national
corporations it has become difficult to identify one clearly appropriate forum for this
type of litigation. The defendant may not be identified with only one jurisdiction .
Moreover, there are frequently multiple defendants carrying onbusiness in a number
ofjurisdictions and distributing their products or services world wide. As well, the
plaintiffs may be a large class residing in differentjurisdictions . It is often difficult to
pinpoint the place wherethetransaction giving riseto the actiontookplace . Frequently
there is no single forum that is clearly the most convenient or appropriate for the trial
ofthe action but rather several which are equally suitable alternatives .
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Fourelements in thereasons forjudgment arguably lead to the conclusion
that, despite the first sentence inthe passage quoted above, the Supreme Court
decidedthatthe question to be asked as the first step in decidingwhetherto grant
an anti-suit injunction is whether, the foreign court could with reasonable
justification have concluded that no other clearly more appropriate forum for
the action existed . Those four elements are the emphasis on comity, the
imposition of the preconditions, the discussion of the right to evaluate the
foreign decision and the actual application ofthe testtothe circumstances ofthe
Amchem case itself.

Theemphasis ongreater deference to the comity principlewouldbe highly
persuasive even standing alone. Letting the foreign court be the "asking" court
will resolve the injunction application in favour of theforeign courtmore often
than ifthe Canadian court isthe "asking"court. Therefore, there will be greater
deference to otherlegal systems, such deferencebeing theessence ofthe comity
principle .

The imposition ofthe preconditions requiring that an action actually have
been commenced elsewhere and that the foreign court have been asked to
decline jurisdiction are also persuasive . The intended objective in imposing
these preconditions must be to reduce applications for anti-suit injunctions by
fixing other legal systems with the opportunity and the responsibility of
declining to hear cases inappropriately brought (and, possibly, by exhausting
litigants' resources) . Having imposed on the foreign court the primary
responsibility ofallocating the action to the proper forum it wouldbe inconsis-
tent and anomalous to refuse to recognize its decision, provided only that
decision is reasonablyjustifiable . Proper deference can bepaid to that decision
only ifthe Canadiancourt asks whether theforeigncourt couldreasonablyhave
concluded that no clearly more appropriate forum exists elsewhere .

TheAmchem case itself is one in which no single jurisdiction could be said
to be clearly most appropriate. Texas and British Columbia both had connec-
tions to the action so both could and were said to be appropriate. Nevertheless,
the Supreme Court held that Esson C.d . should never have proceeded to the
second step . The question asked, therefore, must have been whether the Texas
court could reasonably have concluded that no other more clearly appropriate
forum existed elsewhere .

Finally, the assertionthat the Canadian courtis both entitled and obliged to
review the decision of the foreign court and to measure it against Canadian
principles (as enunciated in Amchem) would be redundant if the foreign court
were not the "asking court" . Neither the absence of any reference to a doctrine
offorum non conveniens nor an ostensible adherence to it is to be conclusive : l'

. . . the principle of comity to which Ihave referred does not require that the decision
ofthe foreign courtbe based on the doctrine of forum non conveniens . Many states
in the United States and other countries do not apply that principle. Indeed, until
comparatively recent times, it was not applied in England. Does this mean that a
decisionofthe courts of one of these countries which, inthe result, is consistent with

17 Ibid ., at pp . 469 (W.W.R.), 90 (E.C.L.I2.) . (Emphasis added) .
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the application ofourrules wouldnot be entitled to respect? The response mustbe in
the negative . It is the result ofthe decision when measuredagainstourprinciples that
is important and not necessarily the reasoning that leads to that decision .

Ifthis is the correct reading ofAmchem, the first stage of the Canadian test
differs significantly from the English Aerospatiale version. ThePrivy Council
inAerospatiale clearly asked whether Brunei, the court to which the application
for an anti-suit injunction was made, was the natural forum for the action."
Because it concluded that Brunei wasthe natural forum, it had to proceed to the
second stage ofthe test and ask whether continuation oftheTexas action would
constitute injustice in that it amounted to oppression or vexation.14 Had the
Privy Council asked whether the Texas court could reasonably have concluded
that it was the natural forum, it is likely (or at least possible) that it would have
had to answer that question affirmatively. The question of oppression and
vexation could not then have arisen because the Texas assumption ofjurisdic-
tion wouldhave deserved respect and recognition.

Amchem varies the second step of the Aerospatiale test also. Whether the
difference between the English and Canadian second stages of the test is as
marked as thatbetween the English andCanadianfirst stages will be determined
only by the application of the tests in their respective jurisdictions. At the
second stage a Canadian court is instructed by Amchem to omit all reference to
oppression and vexation and to ask simply whether continuation ofthe foreign
action would constitute an injustice. Theterms oppression and vexation are to
be excludedfrom the lexicon of anti-suit injunction terminology because "they
add nothing to the analysis" and "have never been satisfactorily defined"20 Con-
tinued reference to oppression and vexation will, moreover, reduce flexibility:z 1

If flexibility is the desired objective, it is achieved by the use of the term "injustice"
which, in addition, is more in keeping with the language ofthe statutes whichprovide
for injunctive relief.

It is somewhat startling to learn thatflexibility is an objective. Theessence
of Aerospatiale was reduction of flexibility and the tenor of the Amchem
decision with its emphasis on comity and respect for the decisions of courts in
other jurisdictions is otherwise completely consistent with Aerospatiale.
Omission of all reference to oppression and vexation will undoubtedly reintro-
duce an element of flexibility into the test . Some flexibility is necessary in
granting anti-suit injunctions. Thequestionis howmuchflexibility is desirable.

Finally, Amchem expressly addresses the relationship between theforum
non conveniens principle and the principles governing the granting ofanti-suit
injunctions . Application of theforumnonconveniens principle constitutes the
first stage of the anti-suit injunction test and entails aweighing ofpersonal and
juridical advantages . Personal and juridical advantages must again be consid-
ered andweighed at the second stage of the anti-suit injunction test in order for

11 Supra, footnote 4, at pp . 897-899 (H.L .), 522-524 (All E.R.) .
19 Ibid., at pp. 899 (H.L .), 524 (All E.R .).
2° Supra, footnote 1, at pp. 465 (W.W.R.), 87 (B.C.L.R.).
21 Ibid., at pp . 465-466 (W.W.R.), 87 (B.C.L.R .) .
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the Canadian court to decide whether continuation of the foreign action will
constitute an injustice.

In result, Amchem enunciates atest for the granting of anti-suit injunctions
which apparently closely resembles the Aerospatiale test but which, on closer
examination, differs from the English test in significant ways . First, its
invocation is limited by the imposition of preconditions. Second, it asks a
different question at both the first and second stages . The first question is one
thatis more likely than its Aerospatiale counterpart to short-circuit the process
andpreclude advancement to the second stage ofthe test because it makes the
foreign court the "asking" court andreviews the decision of that court only to
ascertain whether it wasreasonable . Conversely, the second question is more
likely than its Aerospatiale counterpart to produce an anti-suit injunction
because it asks only whether pursuit ofthe foreign action wouldbe unjust, not
whether pursuit would be oppressive and vexatious:'

The result of the application of these principles is that when a foreign court assumes
jurisdiction on a basis that generally conforms to ourrule ofprivate international law
relating to forumnon conveniens, that decision willberespected and aCanadian court
will not purport to make the decision for the foreign court. The policy of our courts
with respect to comity demands no less . If, however, a foreign court, assumes
jurisdiction on a basis that is inconsistent with our rules of private international law
and an injustice results to a litigant or "would-be" litigant in our courts, then the
assumption ofjurisdiction is inequitable andthe party invoking the foreignjurisdic-
tion can be restrained . The foreign court, not having itself observed the rules of
comity, cannot expect its decision to be respected on the basis of comity .

Declining Jurisdiction : Staying Local Actions

Because theforum non conveniens principle is integral to the test for
granting anti-suit injunctions and because that principle has been evolving
rapidly in its country of origin and at differentrates within Canada, the Supreme
Court of Canada was compelled to discuss that principle, if only in order to
ensure that consistency prevails in the granting of anti-suit injunctions . How-
ever, since applications to stay localactions far outnumberapplications for anti-
suitinjunctions, it is the discussion offorumnonconveniens forwhichAmchem
will undoubtedly become known. What is not so certain is whetherAmchem
willcome tobe regarded as the sole sourceofthe Canadian principles or whether
it will simply be another necessary citation.

There are two reasons for this uncertainty . First, in contrast to the
discussion concerning anti-suit injunctions, there is no express statement that
the Spiliada constitutes the foundation of the Canadian principle. There is
insteadabriefreview ofthe development ofthe principle inEnglandandofthe
approaches in Australia, New Zealand, the United States and Canada coupled
with a conclusion that:"

. . . the law in common law jurisdictions is, as observed by Lord Goff in Spiliada,
remarkably uniform. While there are differences inthelanguage used, eachjurisdic-
tion applies principles designed to identify the most appropriate orappropriate forum

zz Ibid., at pp . 466-467 (W.W.II.), 88 (B.C.L.II.).
a3 Ibid., at pp . 458 (W.W.II.), 79 (B.C.L.II .) .
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for the litigation based on factors which connect the litigation and the parties to the
competing form.

Second, in spite of recognising the fact that the jurisdictions employ
different language in describing the relevant discretionary principle, Amchem
never provides a Canadian formulation though it makes modifications to
something. It is areasonable inferencethat the modifications areto the principle
as set out in the Spiliada, but they could equally well be intendedto apply to the
test in MacShannon v. Rockware GlassLtd.," an earlier version ofthe English
principle andonemuchcited inCanadian litigation. Spiliada addedastatement
ofthe fundamental principle governing the granting ofstays but it left intact the
MacShannon analysis whichconsisted ofatwoparttestfollowed by abalancing
ofthe results. Thefundamentalprinciple is that the court must be "satisfied that
there is some other tribunal, having competent jurisdiction, in which the case
maybe tried more suitably for the interests ofall the parties and for the ends of
justice"." The Spiliada formulation of the two part test is that to justify a stay
the defendant must show, first, that there is another court which is the natural
forum for the action to whosejurisdiction the parties are amenable and, second,
that justice does not require that the action should nevertheless be allowed to
proceed in the local court. Spiliada also affirmed that the burden ofproofrests
on the defendant when service has been effected in England, but it rests on the
plaintiff when service has been effected exjuris.

On grounds that the two part test is simply the vestigial skeleton of the St .
Pierre v. SouthAmerican Stores (GathandChaves) Ltd." abuse ofthe process
test with no principled justification, Amchem merges the twoparts of the test
into one: personal and juridical advantages should be considered andweighed
with all the otherrelevant connections between the action and the forum in one
operation:z'

In my view there is no reason in principle why the loss ofjuridical advantage should
be treated as aseparate anddistinct conditionratherthan being weighedwiththe other
factors which are considered in identifying the appropriate forum. The existence of
the two conditions is based on the historical development of the rule in England . . .
When the first condition moved to an examination of all factors that are designed to
identify the naturalforum, it seems to me thatany juridical advantages to the plaintiff
ordefendant should have been considered one ofthe factors to be takeninto account.

This merging of the two conditions clearly offends no principle but it may
be that there was avalid practical reason formaintaining atwopart test even as
the contents ofeach part changed over the years. It may be that the separation
of the factors assisted judicial analysis in the same way that section 1 of the
Constitution Act, 1982 wasintended to assist in the analysis and application of
rights enunciated in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms . The existence of a
localjuridical advantagewasnever meant to beconclusive : abalancing process

za [19781 A.C . 795, [197811 AllE.R . 625 (H.L.) .
25Supra, footnote3, at pp.474 (H.L.), 853 (AllE.R .), adopting the "classic statement"

of the Scottish principle from Simv. Robinow (1892), 19 R. 665.
ze [193611 K.B . 382 (C.A .) .
21 Supra, footnote 1, at p. 456-457(W.W.R .), 78 (B.C.L.R .) .
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was required if the defendant established that there was another clearly more
appropriate forum for the action elsewhere and the plaintiff established local
juridical advantages . Thetwo part test simply created a sequenced approach.
No necessity for consideration of local juridical advantages could ever arise
unless the defendant established the existence of a clearly more appropriate
forum elsewhere. What Amchem does is jettison the sequential analysis . In
every case now, the plaintiff will be able to throwjuridical advantages into the
scale from the outset . Whetherthis willmake any difference in the application
of the test remains to be seen.

It is not possible to be quite so sanguine about the second modification to
Spiliada (assuming it is the Spiliada restatement of the principles that the
Supreme Court of Canada is working from). Amchem rejects the distinction
between cases commenced by service within the jurisdiction and cases com-
menced by service exjuris which Spiliada hadmaintained as determinative of
the burdenofproof. Mostpuzzling is the factthat the rejection ofthe distinction
occurs in acase dominatedby an emphasis on comity . The explanation appears
to be that the Supreme Court of Canada believed that the distinction emanated
entirely from the process ofstatutory interpretation and waswithout a founda-
tion in principle:"

The specialtreatment whichthe English courts have accordedto exjuris cases appears
to be basedon the dictates of0.11 ofthe Englishrules which imposes aheavyburden
on the plaintiff to justify assertion ofjurisdiction over a foreigner .
The imposition of a "heavy burden"on the plaintiff by Order 11 was not a

matter ofmere caprice or convenience and it is not anachronistic. Theburden
was placed on the plaintiff deliberately as a matter of principle. Calling a
defendant from abroad to appear in an English court was believed to be an
infringement of the sovereignty of the foreign state where the defendant was
served with English process. That infringement of foreign sovereignty was
justifiable only if the plaintiff could persuade the court not only that one ofthe
circumstances described in Order 11 appliedbut also that there were sufficient
other substantial connections to render Englandforum conveniens. The impo-
sition of the burden of proof on the plaintiff is, therefore, a particularly good
example of the content ofthe rules being determined by the comity principle.

Nothing haschangedwithrespectto sovereigntyconcerns since theEnglish
courts commenced interpreting and applying the predecessors of Order 11 in
1852 . 29 In lightofthe discussion in the judgment abouthowoften there is more
than one appropriate forum it is incomprehensible that the court could state that
"[t]heburdenofproofshouldnotplay asignificantroleinthesematters asit only
applies in cases in which thejudge cannot come to a determinate decisionon the
basis ofthe materialpresented by theparties" s° It isprecisely in those cases that
the burden of proof is critical and it is precisely those cases that occur with

zs Ibid ., at pp. 457 (W.W.R.), 78-79 (E.C.L.R.).
29The CommonLaw ProcedureAct, 1852 wasthe legislationfirstpermitting process

to be served abroad .
11 Supra, footnote 1, at pp. 457 (W.W.R.), 79 (E.C.L.R .) .
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distressing regularity . The burden ofproof will determine whether a stay will
be granted and, if the burden of proof rests on the defendant in all cases, the
Canadian court will be retainingjurisdiction more frequently than not and will
be respecting foreign sovereignty less often than it would if the burden of
justification rested on the plaintiff whenever process had to be served abroad.
To say that residence abroad may be artificial is to miss the point. In
circumstances where itis fortuitous that process cannotbe servedlocally within
thejurisdiction it willbe as easy forthe plaintiffto discharge theburdenofproof
as it is forthe defendant to discharge the burdenofproofafter service within the
jurisdiction when his or her presence is merely transitory and that presence is
the only connection .

Amchem does not, of course, as it could not, override provincial legislative
jurisdiction with respect toburdens ofproofon service exjuris. Sopinka J. states
that "[w]hether the burden of proof should be on the plaintiff in exjuris cases
will dependonthe rule that permits serviceoutofthejurisdiction" .31 Thus cases
which have so interpreted their rules ofcourt, Bushell v. T. &N. Plc.,32 United
OilseedProducts Ltd. v. RoyalBank ofCanada31 andFrymerv. Brettschneider
andSchectman,34 are unaffected, though the lattercase is subject to reversal by
the Court of Appeal in Ontario .

The court appears to rely on the decision of the High Court of Australia in
Voth v. Manildra FlourMills Pty Ltd. 35 to support its decision as to the burden
of proof:"

This phenomenon was considered by the High Court ofAustralia in Voth, supra, in
reaching its conclusion that the test should be the samefor service exjuris cases and
others .

What the court appears to have overlooked is that Voth accepted the distinction
between service ex juris cases and cases commenced by service within the
jurisdiction, and held that the burden should be on the plaintiff in cases
commenced by service exjuris, unless state rules of court dictated otherwise .37

In result, therefore, Canada stands alone on this issue. The House of Lords and
the High Court of Australia concur in imposing the burden of proof on the
plaintiff in service exjuris cases .

Finally, in connection withforumnon conveniens, Amchem affirms thatthe
quantum or standard of proof resting on the plaintiff is the civil standard and
defines what that means in the context of applications for stays of Canadian
actions : " . . . the existence of a more appropriate forum must be clearly estab-
lished to displace the forum selected by the plaintiff."38

31 Ibid.
32 (1992), 67 B.C.L.R . (2d) 330, 92 D.L.R. (4th) 228 (B.C.C.A.) .
33 [198815 W.W.R. 181, (1988), 60 Alta . L.R . (2d) 73 (Alta. C.A.).
34 (1992), 10 O.R . (2d) 157 (Ont. Gen. Div .) .
3s (1990), 65 A.L.J.R . 83 (H.C.Aust .) .
36 Supra, footnote 1, at pp . 457 (W.W.R.), 79 (B.C.L.R .) .
3' For a comment on Voth, see M. Pryles (1991), 65 A.L.J.R . 442 .
38 Supra, footnote 1, at pp . 457 (W.W.R.), 79 (B.C.L.R .) . (Emphasis inthe original) .
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The Undertakings
In Spiliada, Lord Goff pointed out that juridical advantages could be

accommodated and the tension between the two potential fora reduced or
eliminated by the imposition of conditions or undertakings . In Amchem, the
British Columbia court imposed conditions when it granted the anti-suit
injunction.39 Because the Supreme Court of Canada allowed the appeal and
discharged the injunction there was no necessity for the undertakings to be
discussed. Drawing inferences from an absence of discussion is fraught with
peril but, arguably, an inference can be drawn that at least the Supreme Court
of Canada does not disapprove of the technique. It wouldhave been helpful,
nevertheless, if it had expressly endorsed it .
Amchem and Morguard

1VlorguardInvestmentsLtd. v . De Savoye4°is arecognitionandenforcement
case . As such, it too is concerned with the appropriateness of the jurisdiction
assumed by the foreign court. 1Vlorguard, however, described or defined the
circumstances inwhich jurisdiction wouldbe consideredtohave been properly
and appropriately assumed in more than one passage and more than oneway.
The choice appears to lie between the existence of some minimal connection
such as the location of one of the parties or one element of the cause of action
in the originating jurisdiction and the existence of an appropriately assumed
jurisdiction in the sense in which that phrase is used in Amchem : ajurisdiction
which in all the circumstances of the case it is appropriate to assume and
exercise . 41

Arguably, Amchem supports the view that 1Vlorguard mandates a recogni-
tion rule thatevaluates the appropriateness of thejurisdiction ofthe originating
court in theforum conveniens sense. The support is derived from two sources.
The first is, perhaps, more substantial and convincing than the second but
together they are quite persuasive.

The first source consists ofthe fact that bothAmchem andMorguard focus
on the jurisdiction ofthe foreign court. Admittedly,Morguard wasconcerned
only with Canadian courts, but the nature of the inquiry is unaffected by that
limitation. Both devise, adopt or modify tests for determining whether the
assumption of jurisdiction by that foreign court is deserving of recognition.
Only the purposes for which the recognition is sought differ. InMorguard the
purpose of recognition is enforcement of the foreign court's judgment. In
Amchem, the purpose ofrecognition is withdrawal from competition with the
foreign court forjurisdiction over the action . There is no reason to distinguish
between foreign assumptions of jurisdiction for these two purposes . ®n the
contrary, both principle and convenience support identical tests .

39 For a discussion ofthe undertakings imposed, see Edinger, loc. cit., footnote 6, at
pp. 138-139 .

4° Supra, footnote 2.
4i For discussion by this author, see 1Vlorguard v. De Savoye: Subsequent Develop-

ments (1993), 22 Can. Bus. Law J. 29 . See also Blom, loc. cit., footnote 5.
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Thesecond sourceofsupport inAmchemforthe propositionthatMorguard
must be read as requiring a real and substantial connection between the foreign
jurisdiction and the action in theforum conveniens sense is the recurrent use of
phrasing and terminology in the injunction case almost identical with that
employed in Morguard. When such similar terminology is found in two
consecutive SupremeCourt of Canada cases, separated in time by avery short
space, both ofwhichdeal with the same issue, there is a strong inference thatthe
same meaning should be ascribed to that phrasing and terminology.42

If Morguard should be read as requiring a real and substantial connection
between the originating court and the action, probably the rest of theAmchem
analysis is equally applicable to the process for recognition and enforcement.
Thedefendant in the foreign action should have invited the originating court to
decline jurisdiction andgiven it an opportunity, thereby, to exercise discretion
and to determine whether it wasthe appropriate forum. The Canadian court,
applyingMorguard in an action by the foreignjudgment creditor, will evaluate
the appropriateness ofthe assumption ofjurisdiction as determinedbyAmchem,
by applying the AmchemlMorguard principles of appropriateness which re-
quire a real and substantial connection between the action and the forum. As in
Amchem, the foreign court will be the "asking" court and it will be irrelevant
whatbasis the foreign court actually advanced for the exercise ofjurisdiction in
the action .
Conclusion

Insofar as Amchem deals with the discretionary principles employed by
Canadian common law courts when determining whether they should exercise
jurisdiction in aparticular case, itmerely supplements the line of English cases
whichculminates in the Spiliada. Nevertheless,Amchem does modify thatline
ofcases in such awaythatAmchem and Spiliada are notinterchangeable. There
is a recognizable Canadian variation of the English test . It is doubtful that the
Canadian variation will make the exercise of discretion easier for Canadian
judges and it is regrettable thatAmchem failed to perceive the implications for
the burden ofproofin stay cases thatthe emphasis on thenewCanadian comity
principle ought to have had.

42 Examples of phrasing and terminology in Amchem similar or identical to that in
Morguard:

The choice of the appropriate forum is still to be made on the basis of factors
designed to ensure, if possible, that theaction is tried inthejurisdiction thathasthe
closest connection with the action and theparties . . . (supra, footnote 1, at pp . 451
(W.W.R .), 72 (B.C.L .R .)) . (Emphasis added) .
Ifa party seeks out ajurisdiction simply to gain a juridical advantage rather than
by reason ofa real and substantial connection ofthe case ofthejurisdiction, that
is ordinarily condemned as "forum shopping". On the other hand, a party whose
case has a real and substantial connection with aforum has a legitimate claim to
theadvantagesthatthatforumprovides. (ibid., atpp . 457(W.W.R .),78 (B.C.L.R.)) .
(Emphasis added).
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Insofar as applications for anti-suit injunctions are concerned, onthe other
hand, nothing is left ofAerospatiale: theAmchem testreplaces theAerospatiale
test completely. Theimpositionofpreconditions by Amchemmayreduce even
further the already smallnumber of applications for anti-suit injunctions and
this is desirable because the anti-suit injunction is, as noted in Amchem, an
"aggressive" remedy likely to create feelings of hostility in the foreign court
affected . Whether theAmchem test, once reached, will permit fewer or more
anti-suit injunctions to be granted is difficult to say. The first branch of the
Amchem testdefers more to the foreign legal system than does the first branch
of the Aerospatiale test, but the omission from the second branch of any
reference to oppression or vexation is a little worrying . Those terms were
reintroduced byAerospatiale for the purpose ofimposing avery heavy burden
onthe applicant. Thepointwasnot thatthey hadaprecise meaning but thatthey
imported astandard. It is hoped that Canadiancourts will exercise appropriate
restraint inthe granting ofanti-suit injunctions without having the warningflags
of oppression and vexation to signal caution.

Amchem reads as if it is only non-Canadian courts which assume and
exercise an exorbitant jurisdiction:43

Courts ofotherjurisdictions dooccasionally accept jurisdiction over cases thatdo not
satisfy the basic requirements of the forum non conveniens test . Comity is not
universally respected. In some cases a serious injustice will be occasioned as aresult
ofthefailure ofaforeign courtto declinejurisdiction . It is only in suchcircumstances
that a court should entertain an application for an anti-suit injunction . This then
indicates the generaltenor of the principles that underlie the granting ofthis form of
relief. In order to arrive at more specific criteria it is necessary to consider when a
foreigncourthas departed fromourowntestofforumnonconveniens tosuch anextent
as to justify our courts in refusing to respect the assumption ofjurisdiction by the
foreign court and in what circumstances such assumption amounts to a serious
injustice. The former requires an examination ofthe current state ofthe law relating
to stayofproceedings on the groundofforum nonconveniens, whilethelatter, the law
with respect to injunctions and specifically anti-suit injunctions :

Unfortunately, as amatter ofhistorical fact, Canadian courts cannot be said
to befree from sinin this respect. Whetheror not the SupremeCourtinAmchem
thought the contest was between Canada and the rest of the world, there is
nothing in Amchem that precludes its application interprovincially"

	

If,
however, Canadian courts taketheAmchem discussion offorum nonconveniens
seriously there should be few occasions on which the test for an anti-suit
injunction will actually have to be applied to prohibit continuation of another
Canadian action .

4s Supra, footnote 1, at pp. 452-453 (W.W.II.), 74 (B.C.L.II .) .
44Just as therewasnothing inMorguard prohibiting extension ofthe newrecognition

rule to non-Canadian judgments.
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COMPANIES - LIABILITY OF DIRECTORS FOR PAY IN LIEU OF NOTICE
OFDISMISSAL : CANADABUSINESS CORPORATIONS ACT, S.C . 1974-75-
76, C.33, s. 114(1) (NOW CANADIAN BUSINESS CORPORATIONS ACT,
R.S.C., c . C-44, s . 11.9(1)) : Barrette v . Crabtree .

Kenneth Wm. Thornicroft*

A seminalcompany lawprinciple is that corporate officers and directors should
not be held personally liable for corporate debts . Over time, common law' and
statutoryexceptions'have evolved, but thebasicprinciple remains substantially
intact . Even so, a frequently-voiced concern is that directors are increasingly
unwilling to serve because of the potential for personal liability for corporate
debts . Ifindeed there was such a trend developing perhaps the Supreme Court
of Canada's recent decision in Barrette v . Crabtree' stands as a harbinger (at
least for directors) ofcalmer waters ahead . In short, the court held that directors
are not personally liable under section 114(1) ofthe CanadaBusiness Corpora-
tions Act' (CBCA) when the corporation fails to pay severance pay in lieu of
notice to former employees. As similar provisions are contained in many
provincial company or employment standards acts,' the case may well have a
significant impact for all directors, not merely those of federally incorporated
companies .

* KennethWm. Thornicroft, The SchoolofBusiness, University ofVictoria, Victoria,
British Columbia.

I wish to acknowledge the constructive comments of my colleague Andrew A .
Luchak.

' Directors are likely to face personal liability in one oftwo scenarios : first, wherethe
corporation is a mere "cloak" for the director's personal dealings; second, where the
director has breached a fiduciary obligation to a creditor of the corporation.

z Cf., for example, Employment Standards Act, S.B.C . 1980, c. 10, section 19 .
3 (1993), 101 D.L.R . (4th) 66 (S.C.C .); L'Heureux-Dubé J. (concurred in by Lamer

C.J.C ., Sopinka, Gonthier and Iacobucci JJ.) .
4 S.C . 1974-75-76, c . 33 (now s . 119(1) of the Canada Business Corporations Act,

R.S.C . 1985, c . C-44) .
s Cf. supra, footnote 2, and L'Heureux-Dubé J ., supra, footnote 3, atp. 82 . Statutory

language essentially identical to s. 114(1) of the CBCA is contained in s . 114 of the
Saskatchewan Business CorporationsAct, R.S.S . 1978, c. B-10 . The Saskatchewan Court
ofAppeal held, inMeyers v . Walters Cycle Co. (1990), 85 Sask . R . 222, that directors were
liable for severancepay in lieu ofnotice as specified in a collectivebargaining agreement .
L'Heureux-Dubé J. distinguished Meyers on the ground that the Saskatchewan law
specifically defined "wages" in rather wider terms whereas no definition of "wages"
appears intheCBCA. Inlight ofthe positionItakelateron inthis comment, Iwould submit
that the question of whether or not "wages" are defined in the governing legislation is
irrelevant, particularly when L'Heureux-Dubé J ., at p . 81, was prepared to assume, and
properly soin my opinion, that ajudgment forseverancepay inlieu ofnoticewas a "debt"
within s. 114(1) ofthe CBCA.
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Facts andLower Court Judgments

The situation in Barrette v. Crabtree, unfortunately, is all too common
nowadays.' A group of twenty-nine former managerial employees brought a
wrongfuldismissal action againsttheiremployer, Wabasso Inc., followingtheir
termination due to the closure of the company's Trois-Rivi6res plant.

The Quebec Superior Court' awarded the plaintiffs about $300,000 as
severancepay in lieu of notice oftermination. Six weeks later, in light oftheir
former employer's insolvency, the plaintiffs sought to enforce their judgments
against the directors ofthe insolvent corporation pursuant to section 114(1) of
the Canada Business Corporations Act, which provides as follows:

114. (1) Directors of acorporationare jointly and severally liable to employees ofthe
corporation for all debts not exceeding six months wages payable to each such
employee for services performed for the corporation while they are such directors
respectively .

At trial, Gagnon J. held that the plaintiffs were entitled to succeed against
the directors personally because:'

The noticeperiod is . . . notcomparable to damages sinceitspurpose istominimize the
impactofthejobloss by allowing theemployee to makereasonable advanceprovision
for the effects ofdismissal . Reasonable notice ofdismissal is . . . an integral partof the
employment contractforanindefiniteterm . . . Accordingly, this debt is associatedwith
the performance of services for the corporation.

Onappeal, the Quebec CourtofAppeal held' thattheplaintiffs' claimswere
for "unliquidated damages" for breach oftheir employment contracts, andnot
for "debt" . So characterized, the plaintiffs' claims fell outside the purview of
section 114(1) of the CBCA. The appeal court suggested that section 114(1)
contemplated "debts . . . for due and unpaid wages, due and unpaid vacation
leave, overtime worked and not yet paid for" and other claims where "the
amount .. . is known because the rates are specified in the employment contract
(individual or collective as the case may be) or by law"."

TheSupreme Court ofCanada

The Supreme Court of Canada agreed that the former employees' claims
were not caught by section 114(1) of the CBCA. However, L'Heureux-Dub6
J. (for the court) took a somewhat different approach from the Quebec Court of
Appeal. L'Heureux-Dubé J. waspreparedto assumethattheformeremployees
judgments for damages for wrongful dismissal were "debts" under section

' According to theOntario Ministry ofLabour, over 26,000 Ontario workers suffered
a permanentjob loss in 1990 ; plant closures resulted in the permanent loss of 13,363 full-
timejobs; see JobLoss Statistics Indicate RecessionTollforOntario in CanadianIndustrial
Relations and Personnel Developments, January 16, 1991, p. 522 (CCII Canadian Lim-
ited) .

' J.E . 88-416, December 14, 1987 (Laroche J.) .
$ Court ofQuebec, Trois-Rivières, No . 400-02-000129-880, May 25, 1989, J.E. 89-

1311, at p. 12.
'[19911 R.J.Q. 1193 .
'° Ibid ., at pp . 1195-1196.
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114(1) of the CBCA. 11 Even so, the plaintiffs' claims were rejected because
such debts did not result from "services performed for the corporation" : 12

An amount payable in lieu of notice does not flow from services performed for the
corporation, but rather from the damage arising from non-performance of a contrac-
tual obligation to give sufficient notice . The wrongful breach of the employment
relationship by the employer is the cause and basis for the amounts awarded by the
Superior Court as pay in lieu of notice . . . In the absence of additional legislative
indicia, the performance of services by the employee remains the cornerstone of the
directors' personal liability for debts assumed by the corporation.

Discussion
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Whilecorporatedirectors (at least thosepotentially liableundersection 114
oftheCBCA)are no doubtrelievedby theSupremeCourt ofCanada'sjudgment
in Barrette v. Crabtree, unpaid former employees will probably express a less
sanguine view. However, the relative merit ofthe Supreme Court of Canada's
judgment should not rest on one's view concerning the normative question of
which party should have prevailed as a matter of public policy . The policy
question should be left, in my view, to Parliament and the various provincial
legislatures . The court's function should be to implement the public policy
choice as expressed by Parliament or a legislature in a particular statutory
provision. By that criterion,Barrette v. Crabtree is open to challenge. To state
baldly, as L'Heureux-Dubs J. does, that severance pay "does not flow from
services performed for the corporation" 13 is, at best, an overstatement.

The employer's obligation to give notice of termination, or equivalent
severance pay in lieu of notice, maybe embodied in an employment or labour
standards law, a collective bargaining agreement, or in an individual contract of
employment . 14 In the latter event, the notice/severance pay obligation maybe
fixed by the contract, or failing an express contractual provision, will be
determined on anexpost basis in acivil actionfor wrongfuldismissal . Whether
the notice/severance pay obligation is express (that is, a "liquidated damages"
claim) or implied (that is, an "unliquidated damages" claim), it represents an
"employment benefit" and as such forms part of the overall compensation
package. Thefactthat this benefit mayneverberealizedis irrelevant to theissue
ofwhether ornot it is abenefit - the same couldbe said about othercomponents
of an employee's compensation package such as group life and health insur-
ance, a dental plan, post-secondary scholarships for dependent children and so
forth.

To the extent that the notice/severance pay package is negotiated "up
front" and incorporated into the employee's individual employment contract,
it represents deferred contingent compensation . As such, the notice/severance
pay obligation is part of the quid pro quo given by the employer in exchange
for the employee's services .

" Supra, footnote 3, at p. 81 .
'z Ibid.
13 Ibid .
'a Cf. K.Wm. Thornicroft, Sources of Protection Against "Wrongful Discharge" in

Canada, J. of Individual Employment Rights 1(4) (1993), at pp . 273-291.
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If there is no express agreement between the employee and employer
regarding notice/severance pay, the civil courts will award damages basedon
the doctrine of "reasonable notice". In this latter case, "reasonable notice" of
termination is assumedto form an integral partofthe employment bargain. The
classic statement regarding the determination of reasonable notice is that of
McRuer C.J.H.C . in Bardal v. The Globe & Mail Ltd.:"

There can be no catalogue laid down as to what is reasonable notice in particular
classes ofcases. The reasonableness ofthe notice must be decided with reference to
each particular case, having regard to the character ofthe employment, the length of
service of the servant, the age of the servant and the availability of similar employ-
ment, having regard to the experience, training and qualifications of the servant.

Past servicetothe employer is, therefore, one factor thatjudges aredirected
to consider in assessing "reasonablenotice", buthowrelatively important is this
particular component?" In the overwhelming majority of cases, judges will
simply make a"global assessment" basedon those factors delineated inBardal
that are relevant. Thus, it is difficult to say, with certainty, to whatextentjudges
are influenced by the plaintiff's past service vis-d-vis other factors.

However, advances in social science research methodologies, especiallyin
the area of multivariate data analysis, can assist us in this regard . Professors
Steven McShaneandDavidMcPhillips, using a statistical techniqueknown as
multiple linear regression, analyzed 138 wrongful dismissal cases decided in
British Columbia between January 1980 and April 1986.1' Their results
suggested that on average (and independent of other factors such as the
plaintiff's age,job status orthestateofthe labourmarket),judges awardedabout
3.5 months' notice for each ten years of service.

Accordingly, the quantum of notice (or severance pay in lieu thereof)
appears to be based, at least in part, to use the wording of section 114(1) ofthe
CBCA, on the employee's past "services performed forthe corporation" . That
being so, the plaintiffs' claims in Barrette v. Crabtree did fall within the
purview of section 114(1) andthe directors should have been found liable .

Barrette v. Crabtree is also troubling from a public policy perspective. As
matters apparentlynowstand (at least withrespectto section 114oftheCBCA),
if employees receive notice but not their pay, the directors will be personally
liable .

	

However, if the requisite notice is not given to the employees, the
directors will notbe personally liable for severance payin lieu of notice. Thus,
corporate directors otherwise subject to section 114(1) may now have an

's (1960), 24 D.L.R . (2d) 140, at p. 145, [1960] O.W.N. 253, at p. 255 (Ont.H.C.) .
(Emphasis added) . This passage was recently cited with approvalbytheSupreme Courtof
Canada inMachtingerv . HOJIndustriesLtd., [199211 S.C.R. 986, atpp . 998- 999 (1992),
91 D.L.R . (4th) 491, at p. 504.

16 I am, atthis point, restricting the discussion to severancepay in lieu ofnoticeunder
the common law. In the case of minimum severance pay in lieu of notice mandated by
employment standards legislation, past service is, by and large, the only factor that is
relevant ; see Thomicroft, loc. cit ., footnote 14, at pp . 279-280.

" S.L . McShane and D.C . McPhillips, Predicting Reasonable Notice in Canadian
Wrongful Dismissal Cases, Industrial and Labor Relations Review 41(4), October 1987,
at pp. 108-117.
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incentive to withhold the giving of notice to employees, especially if the
corporation is in a precarious financial position . If employees are to lose their
jobs in any event, should not the public policy choice favour early notification
to the employees rather than holding matters in abeyance until the termination
(and the attendant failure to pay severance pay in lieu of notice) is a fait
accompli? Surely it is not sound public employment policy, on the one hand,
to encourage the withholding of notice to employees who are undoubtedly
going to lose their jobs and, on the other, to frustrate those same employees'
legitimate efforts to collect the severance pay in lieu of notice to which the law
says they are entitled .

To those whoargue that directors shouldnot be heldresponsible forclaims
such as those advanced by theplaintiffs inBarrette v. Crabtree, I can only offer
the following comments . First, thatpolicy choice should fall to Parliament and
the legislatures, not to the courts ." Second, if it is (and I have argued that it is)
the policy choice ofthelegislators tohold directors personally liable inthe event
of a default by the corporation, directors can protect themselves by either
prudent management, or failing that, by way of indemnity insurance obtained
on their behalf by, and at the expense of, the corporation.

'$ One curious aspect about the court's judgment in Barrettev. Crabtree is that under
the guise of respecting Parliament's will (see supra, footnote 3, atp. 83), it has ignored it .
I should add, at this point, that I am not endorsing theprinciple ofgranting employees a
special remedy such as that found in section 114(1) . Indeed, I believe that many of the
arguments advanced infavour ofsuch a provision are open to challenge. However, given
that Parliament has seen fit, as amatter ofpublic policy,to legislate as it has, the courts must
respect and enforce that public policy choice unless it is unconstitutional .
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CONTRACTS - THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARIES - CONTRACT BETWEEN
OWNER AND DEFENDANT FOR STORAGE LIMITING LIABILITY FOR
DAMAGE - GOODS DAMAGED THROUGH NEGLIGENCE OF
DEFENDANT'S EMPLOYEES - EXTENT OF EMPLOYEES'S LIABILITY :
London Drugs v. Kuehne & Nagel International Ltd.

Marvin G. Baer*

The unusual and seemingly impractical attempt by commercial contractors to
avoidthe allocation of risk under their contracts by claiming against individual
employees intorthas occasionallychallengedCanadian courts inrecentyears.'
The challenge has been to combine doctrine and common sense - an exercise in
which the appellate courts have hadmixed success? The claims raise issues of
fundamental importance in contract and tort law and their confluence. So, for
thatreason, thejudgments have attractedmuch attentionby academic commen-
tators3 They do not, however, seem to have raised much concern amongst
employees4

*Marvin G. Baer, of the Faculty of Law, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario .
' See, for example, Sealand ofthe Pacific v . Robert C. McHaffieLtd . (1974), 51

D.L.R. (3d) 702,[1974] 6 W.W.R. 724 (B.C.C.A .) ; Moss v .Richardson Greenshields
of Canada Ltd ., [1989] 3 W.W.R . 50, (1989), 56 Man. R . (2d) 230, (Man . C.A.) ;
Summitville Consolidated Mining Co . v . Klohn Leonoff Ltd., B.C.S .C ., Vancouver
Registry No . 0880756, June 6,1989; R.M . & R . Log Ltd. v . Texada Towing Co . Ltd.
(1967), 62 D.L.R . (2d) 744, [1968] 1 Ex . C.R . 84 (Ex . Ct .) ; Northwestern Mutual
Insurance Co . v . J.T. O'Bryan & Co. (1974), 51 D.L.R . (3d) 693, [197415 W.W.R .
322 (B.C.C.A .) ; Toronto-Dominion Bank v . Guest (1979), 105 D.L.R . (3d) 347, 10
C.C.L.T . 256 (B.C.S.C.) ; East Kootenay Community College v . Nixon & Browning
(1988), 28 C.L.R . 189 (B.C.S.C .) ; Ataya v . Mutual ofOmaha Insurance Co. (1988),
34 C.C.L .I . 307, [1988] I.L.R . 1-2316 .

2 Compare Greenwood Shopping Plaza Ltd . v . Beattie, [1980] 2 S.C.R . 228,
(1980), 111 D.L.R.(3d) 257 with ITO - International Terminal Operators Ltd . v .
Miida Electronics Inc ., [1986] 1 S.C.R . 752, (1986), 28 D.L.R. (4th) 641 . The fact
that the stevedore was a corporation in the lattercase makes the different results even
harder to justify .

s The older comments on the so-called "Himalaya clause" cases are referred to
by McIntyre J . in ITO - International Terminal Operators v. Miida Electronics Inc .,
ibid . Other comments are referred to by Iacobucci J. in London Drugs v . Kuehne &
Nagel International Ltd ., [1992] 3 S.C.R ., at p . 421, (1992), 97 D.L.R . (4th) 261, at
p . 347 .

a The public reaction to Greenwood Shopping Plaza Ltd . v . Beattie, supra,
footnote 2, is in marked contrast to the reaction to the growing liability of corporate
directors . There seems to be little public concern that the "chilling" effect of the
decision in Greenwood Shopping Plaza will make it harder to get good employees to
serve . In fact, La Forest J.'s observation in London Drugs v . Kuehne & Nagel
International Ltd., ibid., at pp . 353 (S.C.R.), 293 (D.L.R .), that "[i]t is hardly
necessary to refer to anyelaborate theory regarding negotiating agendas to recognize
that actual employee liability occurs infrequently enough that it is unlikely to get on
the collective bargaining agenda" not only seems apt, but seems to be confirmed by
recent experience .
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The latest example of this type of claim in London Drugs v. Kuehne &
Nagel Int. Ltd.'has already been discussed in this Review' and elsewhere' after
the judgments in the British Columbia Court of Appeal$ used a variety of
approaches to limit the employees' liability . On appeal to the Supreme Courtof
Canada,9 a seeminglydividedcourtatleast agreedthatthe employees shouldnot
be liable for more than a trifling sum.

The facts ofLondon Drugs v. Kuehne & Nagel Int. Ltd. are not unusual .
London Drugs purchased a large transformer for installation in a new ware-
house facility . While the warehouse was being built, London Drugs delivered
the transformer to Kuehne & Nagel for storage pursuant to the terms of a
standard formcontract ofstorage . The contractofstorage included a limitation
of liability clause limiting Kuehne & Nagel's liability to $40 unless a higher
value was declared in writing and an additional charge was paid to cover
warehouse liability . With full knowledge and understanding of this clause,
London Drugs chose not to obtain additional insurance from Kuehne &Nagel
and instead arranged for its own all-risk coverage . While the transformer was
in Kuehne & Nagel's possession, two of its employees improperly lifted the
transformerwithtwo forkliftvehicles causing itto fallover and causing damage
in the amount of$33,955.41.

London Drugs sought to recover the damages from both Kuehne &Nagel
and its employees. Its judgment against both was limited by the British
Columbia Court of Appeal to $40. London Drugs appealed to the Supreme
Court of Canada seeking to recover its loss from the employees, while the
employees cross-appealed from the judgment against them for $40.

In these circumstances, the Supreme Court addressed threemain issues : (1)
did the employees oweaduty of care to their employer's customer; (2) did the
customer voluntarily assume the risk of the employees' negligence ; and (3) did
the contract limiting the employer's liability serve to protect the employees as
well? Each ofthese issues was thoroughly examined injudgments that extend
to over 100 pages and the judgments are bound to become (at least for a time)
a favourite source for both academic scholars and practitioners.10 However,
whetherthejudgments will have any particular impact on theactivities ofothers
in similar situations maybe more doubtful.

'Supra,footnote 3, aff'g (1990), 70D.L.R. (4th)51,[1990] 4W.W.R . 289 (B.C.C.A.),
allowing an appeal from Trainor J., [1986] 4W.W.R. 183, (1986), 2 B.C.L.R. (2d) 181
(B.C .S.C .) .

6 Joost Blom, Case Comment, London Drugs Ltd. v. Kuehne & Nagel International
Ltd. (1991), 70 Can. Bar Rev. 156.

' W.J. Swadling, Privity, Tort and Contract: Exempting the Careless Employee
(1991),4 J.ofContractLaw 208; J. Swan,PrivityofContract andThirdPartyBeneficiaries :
The Selective Use of Precedent (1991),4 J. of Contract Law 129.

$ Supra, footnote 6.
9 Supra, footnote 3.
'°Theextensive review ofpriorauthority makes thejudgments difficultto read atone

sitting, and occasionally (for all but the most attentive readers) it is difficult to sustain the
thread ofthe argument . I suspect that much of the scholarship will be excised by harried
casebook editors and the profession will largely rely on summaries .
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All ofthejudges came to asimilarresult, butdid so by three differentroutes .
La Forest J. found that in the circumstances there was no duty of care owed by
the employeesto the customer. McLachlin J. foundthatthere wasaduty ofcare,
but that the customer had voluntarily assumed the risk . lacobucci J., in a
judgment concurred in by the rest of the court, found that the employees were
clearly under a duty to take reasonable care but that they were, in the circum-
stances, entitled to rely on the limitation of liability found in the contract
between their employer and its customer.

While the three judgments suggest widely different approaches, there is in
fact much commonality. All agree that in the absence of fraud or unconscio-
nable overreaching, parties should be free to assign the risk of this type ofloss
as they see fit . They also all seem to agree aboutthe need for a presumptiverule
concerning the assignment ofthe risk which matches the parties' expectations
and facilitates their insurance planning . However, they seem to disagree
significantly about wherethe presumptive ruleshouldbefound and whatshould
be needed to displace it .

For the majority of the court, the presumptive rule is based on a general
assumedliabilityfor carelessness . This canbe replaced by thevictimexpressly
granting an immunity which will be implicitly extended to the employees . For
the other two judges, the presumptive rule is more carefully drawn to meet the
likely expectations of the parties in the particular context.

These differences are not based expressly on a sophisticated analysis of
how to promoteefficientbargaining in the shadow ofthe law. Nordo they seem
based on different perceptions of the need for tort and liability insurance as a
back-stop position for this type of loss . Instead, they seem driven by different
perceptions of the relevant doctrines and a misconceived notion'that one
approach maybe bolder than another.

While allthreejudgments come to much the same resulton the facts ofthis
case, I doubt that most commentators will be indifferent about which approach
ultimately prevails . There are, perhaps, several ways to think about these
judgments, including which seems to be more compatible with accepted
theories and concepts, which seems to describe amore coherent and logically
consistentprinciple or policy, which is more likely to dojustice in other similar
cases, and whatimpact is eachlikely to have in the community. These tasks can
bestbedoneby examining eachjudgmentin turn . Butfirstthere is a preliminary
puzzle .

We are told by the majority judgment that "[t]he facts are not compli-
cated" ." Yet, after reading all 100 pages the reader is left wondering what is
really going on here . What is the point of this litigation and whose conduct is
it likely to affect? We know (or suspect) that the plaintiffis only anominal party
and that the action is a subrogated onebrought by the owner's insurer (no doubt
inpart enforcing a contract to whichitis not a party) . We know (or suspect) that
the defendant is probably also only a nominal defendant and that the action is

11 Supra, footnote 3, at pp . 392 (S.C.R.), 326 (D.L.R.) .
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defended by the warehouseman's liability insurer (no doubt relying in part on
an immunity created by an agreement or understanding to which it is not a
party) . 12 The reader is left wondering whether any sensible socialpolicy can be
developed without a clear understanding ofthe real parties in interest . I do not
mean to suggest that the cloistered world of the Supreme Court prevents its
members from appreciating the world of commerce . In fact, the judgments of
both La Forest J. and Iacobucci J. contain admirable attempts to explain the
social context of this dispute. There are several references in both judgments
to the role played by both first party and liability insurance . However, the fact
that the real dispute is between two insurers attempting to sort out their
overlappingcoverage is notthe central focus ofeitherjudgment . This distortion
forces members of the court to speculate about matters in a hypothetical way,
to writejudgments not for the immediate interested parties, but for the sake of
others, quite differently situated . For instance, a common theme in all three
judgments is a concern about the capacity of employees to anticipate, assess,
minimize or meet the risk. 13

Ofcourse, this distortion isprimarily the responsibility ofthe parties. They
havechosen the grounds onwhichto argue theirdispute. In a sense, thatperhaps
puts the matter too strongly . They mayhave been advised that their rights were
entirely derivative from, and identical with, their insureds . They are forced to
pretend (or are deemed in law) to have identical interests with their insureds .
This patternoflegal thought maybe too firmly imbedded to allow acourt to ask
the parties "why are you pretending to be someone other than you are?" Nor is
there any other legal concept which would seem to provide the mechanism to
arbitrate a dispute involving overlapping insurance coverage ofthis type . The
conceptofcontribution only seems to apply when there is the same interestand
the same insureds under both policies ." Moreover, even this historical concept
seems poorly understood by modern Canadian courts who, in the context of
overlapping obligations to defend in liability insurance, have felt the need to
grasp for American concepts and terminology to determine the rights between
the insurers."

Being forced to puttheir dispute in such derivative terms, the insurers may
not have the opportunity to present arguments or evidence of those factors that
would or should influence reasonable insurers in devising co-insurance settle
ments." Insurance underwriting is an esoteric and complex matter - part
actuarial science, but largely impressionistic or experiential judgment . Hence,

'x See Blom, loc . cit., footnote 6.
's All of which is quite irrelevant if, in fact, they are not personally involved in the

litigation .
14 The leading case is stillNorth BritishandMercantile Ins. Co. v. London, Liverpool

and Globe Ins. Co . (1877), 5 Ch. D. 569 (C.A.) .
's Broadhurst & Ball v. American Home Assurance Co . (1990), 76 D.L.R. (4th) 80,

1 O.R. (3d) 225 (Ont . C.A .) ; leave to appeal to S.C.C. refused (1991), 79 D.L.R . (4th) vi
(note), 3 O.R . (3d) xii (note) .

's For a discussion of what factors are relevant, see K. Abraham, Distributing Risk
(1986) .
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judicial deference to industry practices is probably wise - not because of any
neo-conservative notion that market forces will intrinsically promote good
social policy and that any attempt at public or state control is bound to be
ineffectual or misguided, but, more pragmatically, because of the industry's
greater training and expertise .

Allofthis might explain why the arguments took theform that they did, but
it does not explain why the industry thought this litigation would be helpful .
While it is true that bankruptcy and suspicion of wrongdoing (fraud or arson)
often lead to "technical" defences in insurancelitigation, there is no suggestion
that such factors exist here . Nor is there any apparent explanation of why the
insurers thoughtthis judgmentwould help them to bargain in the shadow ofthe
law."

The Judgment ofLa Forest J. : Reliance and the Duty ofCare
For La Forest J . it was necessary to consider the difficult issue ofwhether

the employees had any duty of care to the customer. This approach had the
advantage of being more comprehensive since it was not dependent on the
specific terms of the employer's contract with the customer . For him, the
contract was an incidental aspect of the matter and the underlying issue was
"whether it is appropriate to impose a duty on employees to compensate their
employers or those who contract with them for the employees' negligence in
carrying out an activity the contracting parties have set in motion"."

Examining the question of duty of care may seem like a logical place to
start . However, it wouldbe misleadingto say thatLa Forest7 . didthis apartfrom
the particular contract between the employer and the customer. The examina
tion of the duty of care is very much a contextual one and, in the end, the
employees' immunity is related to activity that the contracting parties have set
in motion. So, what La Forest J . had in mind is not a generalized abstract
definition of the duty of care, but one determined by the particular context,
including the type of contract between the customer and the employer . All La
ForestJ. may havehad inmindis thatthe employees' immunity may notdepend
on the specific term in the contract limiting liability, but may be found in the
broader contractual matrix or setting . In examining this broader contractual
context, the judge was very much concerned about the parties' reasonable
expectations .

In determining whether the employees owed the customers a duty of care,
La Forest J . started with the proposition that two questions must be asked : (1)
was the damage in question reasonably foreseeable ; and (2) are there any
considerations which ought to negative or limit (a) the scope ofthe duty, (b) the

" Part of the industry has had a longstanding agreement with respect to property
insurance entitled "Agreement of Guiding Principles With Respect to ®verlappping
Coverages Relatingto Property Insurance" . Inthe automobileinsurance field, the industry
also has experience inco-ordinating first-parry propertyandthird-party liability insurance.
In the Insurance Bureau ofCanada ithas also an organization with experience in fostering
industry cooperation .

11 Supra, footnote 3, at pp. 315 (S.C.C .), 267 (D.L.R .) .
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class of persons to whom it is owed, and (c) the damages to which a breach of
it may give rise?t9

La Forest J . agreed with his colleagues that the damages were reasonably
foreseeable andthat as a result, the first branch of the test was satisfied . Hethen
had to determine whether there were any policy considerations which would
negate the existence of the duty.

(1) The Scope for Policy Concerns
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Thatduty of care must involve policy questions beyond the factual inquiry
offoresight has long been recognized in academic writing . Otherwise, duty is
really a "fifth wheel onthe wagon" whichjust duplicates the test ofremoteness
ofdamage20 This insight has been accepted by modern courts in bothEngland
and Canada . As La Forest J. observed, the factors that the English courts have
considered in the context oftheirjust and reasonable test are the same as those
that would (or should) be considered in Canada."

Having accepted that policy considerations are relevant, La Forest J. then
proceeded to try to articulate them in some detail . Before attempting to
summarize this discussion, it may be useful to note his colleagues' reactions .
McLachlin J . confessed "great admiration for the scholarship and good sense
[the judge's reasons] displayed"22 Yet she was prevented from agreeing with
them because ofthe magnitude ofchange they would introduce to the Canadian
law of tort and the difficult questions they raised. It is not clear whether she
thought the whole exercise of examining policy considerations was too great a
change in tort law or only the particularexpressionofpolicy found in La Forest
J.'sjudgment. I suspect the latter, although, since she expressed much the same
ideas under the concept of voluntary assumption of risk, I cannot be sure .

The attitude of the majority judges was also somewhat ambiguous . There
is no doubt that they found a duty of care . In fact Iacobucci J.'s judgment
indicated an impatient certainty on the matter. But as with all displays of
"adamantine logic", 23 there are few clues about the source ofthis certainty. In
places, thejudgment seemed to collapse the test for determining whether there
is a duty into a simple factual inquiry of whether damage was reasonably
foreseeable. For Iacobucci J ., this simple test was enough to explain the
seemingly divergent Canadian case law, and made it unnecessary "to consider
the numerous English authorities which have, according to some, given `fresh
consideration' to what is involved in determining whether a duty ofcare exists
in aparticular situation".' However, since otherparts ofthejudgment stress the

"Herelies on the summary ofWilson J . speaking for the majority in Kamloops (City)
v. Nielsen, [198412 S.C.R. 2, (1984), 10 D.L.R . (4th) 641 .

2°W.W. Buckland, Duty to Take Care (1935), 51 Law Q.Rev . 637.
2' Supra, footnote 3, at pp. 319 (S.C.R .), 269 (D.L.R.).
22 Ibid., at p. 320 (D.L.R.) .
23 The phrasecomes from La ForestJ.'s characterization ofthemajorityjudgment in

Scott v. Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Co., [198911 S.C.R. 1445, at p . 1451, (1989), 59
D.L.R. (4th) 660, at p . 664.

24 Supra, footnote 3, at pp . 406 (S.C.R .), 335 (D.L.R.).
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need to preserve orthodox andfundamental principles andchange the law only
by incremental steps, such a radical implosion of tort law may not be contem-
plated.

There are, in fact, some indications inthe judgment that Iacobucci J. had a
more temperate attitude than the above passage suggests . He elsewhere
observed "[w]e are not here dealing with the type of factual situation in which
concerns about the breadth of traditional principles have arisen . Aconclusion
that the . . . [employees] owedno duty ofcare to the . . . [customer] would clearly
be recognizing a,new immunity where none existed before".' This suggests
that policy considerations play a limitedrole in certainfactual situations, butfor
most cases a simple factual test of reasonable foresight will do .

At yet another point in his judgment, Iacobucci J. indicated his preference
for avoiding a complex and somewhat uncertain "tortanalysis" when a modest
adjustment in"contractanalysis" will protectthe employees. 6 This preference
also seems to presuppose a duty of care based on simple reasonable foresight
which then can be limited either by complex "tort analysis" or simple "contract
analysis".

I have tried to find as much agreement as possible amongst the three
judgments in the above analysis, and to soften the bold assertion by Iacobucci
J. that reasonable foresight ofharm alone is enough to give rise to a duty ofcare .
My task wouldhave been easier iflacobucci J. had just assumed a duty ofcare
existed, leaving open the possibility that in some future case a complex "tort
analysis"might benecessary. Forinstance, suchananalysis mightbenecessary
or desirable if there were no specific disclaimer in the contract between
customer andemployer.

Ofcourse, evenin such acase, itwouldbe possible to imply atermlimiting
liability . And in deciding whether to imply a term, many of the factors that go
into the now somewhat less simple "contract analysis" would be the same as
those that go into a complex "tort analysis" . However, if the employer
expressly undertook a significant part of the risk in the contract with the
customer, the compatibility of tort and contract analysis might break down.
Whether this would encourage the majority of the court to use a tort analysis
toprotectthe employeeis impossible to tell, but there is at leastsomeindication
inIacobucciJ.'sjudgmentthatin some situations tortanalysis mightrequire an
examination ofpolicy consideration, or as the English courts have put it, what
isjustandreasonable . There is also a passage inhis judgment27 which suggests
that the tort analysis might be along the lines of McLachlin J.'s voluntary
assumption of the risk .

La Forest J., having recognized that policy considerations are relevant in
determining whether there was a duty of care, proceeded to describe them in
some detail. He started with a detailed examination of the difference between
cases involving property damage and economic loss . He recognizedthatpolicy

2s Ibid., at pp . 406 (S.C.R .), 336 (D.L.R .) .
26 Ibid., at pp. 413-414 (S.C.R .), 341 (D.L.R .).
' Ibid., at pp . 412-413 (S.C.R.), 340-341(D.L.R .) .
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considerations first came into play in determining how far liability should be
extended for pure economic loss. He also recognized that there maybe some
reasons for distinguishing between personal injury and property damage and
pure economic loss . However, in this case where the loss is suffered by a
corporation, he saw little reason to distinguish in social importance betweenthe
two types of loss from the perspective ofcompensation. Instead, he suggested
that"certain ofthe policy concerns most evidenced in some economic loss cases
maynotreally have muchto do withthe specificnature ofeconomic loss ; itmay
just be that the concern is present with particular force in such cases and less
often in cases involving physical damage to property"." He went on to agree
with Professor B1om29 that "one reason why property damage cases are
generally unproblematic from a policy perspective is that they are much less
likely than economic loss cases to be associated with planned transactions and
contractual expectations " s0

La ForestJ. then surveyed a number ofEnglish and Canadian authorities in
the context of parties in a direct contractual relationship and parties linked by
a chain of contracts. This analysis wasdesigned to illustrate that concern about
extending tortliability to cases ofeconomic loss has only beenaproxy for other
policy concerns . He concluded that the mere fact that this case involves
property damage rather than economic loss cannot be sufficient to eliminate
inquiry into whether the recognition of a duty ofcare in these cases is justified
on policy grounds.

One does not need to find this analysis of the authorities to be entirely
convincing to recognize that tort liability in a contractual setting does give rise
to different considerations from tort liability between unexpected neighbours
and that these differences cut across the type ofdamages suffered .31 However,
our experience with a wide range of common risks suggests that many ofthem
are anticipated, that arrangements are made to provide reparation if the risk
occurs, and that sometimes, as in the case of automobile accidents, these
arrangements can be quite elaborate . This suggests to me that there arenot two
distinct categories of cases - the planned transaction and the unexpected
accident . Instead, there may be various degrees of planning in relation to all
risks in society. This planning should not be thwarted in the absence of fraud
or unconscionable behaviour . In fact, it probably should be encouraged. How-
ever, it may no longer be easy to devise tort law which encourages planning (or
at least does not thwart it) . I think it requires an informed view of whether the
risk was anticipated, whether any mechanism is in place to cover it and which
ofthe parties is better placed to develop further mechanisms to cover the risk .

Zs Ibid., at pp . 323 (S.C.R .), 272 (D.L.R .) . (Underlining in the original) .
29 J. Blom, Fictions and Frictions on the Interface Between Tort and Contract, in P.T .

Burns and S.J. Lyons (eds .), Donoghue v. Stephenson and the Modern Law of Negligence
(1990), p. 181.

30 Supra, footnote 3, at pp . 324 (S.C.R .), 273 (D.L.R .) . (Underlining in the original).
3' These differences may also cut across the type of tort committed. The significance

of an express or implied assignment of the risk in a contractual matrix may apply to both
negligent misstatement and negligent acts.
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LaForest J. adopted this type ofanalysis only inpart . He indicated that the
distinctionsbetween property damage andeconomic loss, and betweencontrac-
tual and non-contractual context continue to have usefulness in devising clear
workable rules . He observed :32

Many property damage cases occur outside of a contractual context, and as I noted,
a duty of care is justified in those cases based on foreseeability . Even in property
damage cases with contractual overtones, it undoubtedly makes sense in almost all
cases to allow the risk of damage to accompany the property in the absence of some
express contractual stipulation. In most contractual contexts, all parties are able to
plan for potential tort liability for property damage based on foreseeability . For the
reasons set out below, I am of the opinion that in general employees are not
realistically in a position to so plan.
He concluded: "in sum, a return to first principles will rarely be necessary

in property damages cases.""
These are very important qualifications which severely limit the scope of

La ForestJ.'sjudgmentand suggest that inthe end, his "tortanalysis" mayleave
theemployees as much atthemercy oftheir employer'scontractasthe"contract
analysis " of lacobucci J.

(2) Vicarious Liability
Having established the limited context in which policy concerns might be

brought to bear, La ForestJ. turnedto what, for therest ofthe court, is probably
the biggest obstacle to adopting a tort analysis . This obstacle is how to find the
employer vicariously liable for theemployee's negligence in the absence ofthe
employee'spersonalliability. Much ofthe analysis is an attemptto examine the
purposes of vicarious liability which are said to be linked, in torts' traditional
domain, to compensation, deterrence and internalization ; and, in the contextof
a contractual matrix, to planning and agreed risk allocation .

La Forest J. demonstrated that these policy concerns can best be met
without holding the employees personally liable . For some, this analysis may
be very hard to reconcile with our traditional image of vicarious liability as
derivative in nature ." There seems nothing to support the liability of the
employer, if the employee has no personal liability. Perhaps, for some, La
Forest J.'s analysis will also suggest liability without fault . How can the
employer be liable without personal fault andhowcan it be responsible for the
actions of its employees if they are not at fault? Yet, fewwould disagree with
the basic thrust of La Forest J.'s analysis, that none of the parties concerned
actually expect the employees to compensate for the loss and that it would be
ill-advisedto place the onus on employees to contract out oftheir tortliability.3s

32 Supra, footnote 3, at pp . 333 (S.C.R .), 279 (D.L.R .) .
33 ibid., at pp . 334 (S.C.R.), 279 (D.L.R.) .
34 AlthoughLaForest J. attempts to meet this view by arguingthat it gives too much

weight to the word"vicarious" ; it implies thatthat word connotes aparticular set oflogical
consequences whereas the doctrine is not primarily a logical construction .

11 Supra, footnote 3, atpp . 353 (S.C.R.), 293 (D.L.R.) .
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No fundamental change would occur from defining vicarious liability as
including liability based on the carelessness (rather than the liability) of others .
There might, on occasion, be a problem of determining how far vicarious
liability should extend, absent personal liability, but that should depend on the
contractual matrix between the parties . Once you recognize that reliance and
contractual setting, as wellas foresight should affectthedetermination ofaduty
ofcare, there is no particular reason why employer and employees should have
precisely the same duty . Whetherthe duties are different or similar will depend
on the expectations of the parties . Discovering what these expectations really
are and deciding what the presumptive rule should be may be difficult issues -
butthey willbe much the same issues whetherthe analysis is analternative "tort
analysis" of voluntary assumption of risk or a "contract analysis" .

(3) TheRole ofReliance in Defining the Duty ofCare
After an extensive discussion ofvicarious liability, La Forest J . turned to a

consideration of the Canadian cases which the customer, London Drugs,
contended clearly established a duty of care . This survey attempted to
demonstrate that reliance has played an important role in the determination of
a duty ofcare and led to La Forest J.'s summary ofwhen employees should be
liable in cases of this kind . He suggested an approach which starts with the
question ofwhetherthe tort alleged againsttheemployees is an independent tort
or atort related to a contract between the employer and the customer. Ifthe tort
is related to the contract, the nextquestion tobe resolvedis whether any reliance
by the customer on the employee is reasonable .

Even though La Forest J . put the questions in this order in his summary,
mostofhisjudgmentemphasized that the key question is whether therehas been
reasonable reliance. He suggested that reliance on an ordinary employee will
rarely, ifever, bereasonable in theabsence ofan express orimplied undertaking
by the employee . However, he left open the question of the appropriate
presumptive rule in cases involving professional, skilled or principal employ-
ees . In those cases, he recognized that much will depend on the available
insurance arrangements and "whether in effect requiring double insurance by
both the firm and the employee makes sense in that context"."

La Forest J . also made it clear that the reasonable reliance he had in mind
is reliance on the employee to provide compensation. He observed that the
obvious truth that the customers naturally hope that the employees will do the
job rightis insufficient toconstitute reasonable reliance and a dutyofcare . This
view is in sharp contrast with that of Iacobucci J . who, relying on comments by
Professor Blom,37 adopts the view that reliance on the employee to be careful
is enough to establish a duty of care3 8 The two views can be expressed in the
following way. For Iacobucci J ., the plaintiff's position is : "I don't expect you
to pay, but you should pay because I expect you to be careful ." For La Forest

11 Ibid., at pp. 387 (S.C.R.), 316 (D.L.R .) .
37 Loc. cit., footnote 6, at p. 168.
11 Supra, footnote 3, at pp . 407 (S.C.R .), 336 (D.L.R.).
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J., the plaintiff's position is : "I expect you to be careful, but I recognize that
sometimes youmay not be and if that happens, I don't expect you to pay." I
suspectthatthe majority does notrecognizethe anomalous nature ofits view on
reliance and therefore risk allocation, because on the facts of the case they are
able to use a "contract analysis" to deny recovery.

The Judgment ofMcLachlin J. : The Voluntary Assumption ofRisk
In a brieferconcurring judgment, McLachlin J. reachedthe conclusionthat

the "concatenation of circumstances giving rise to the tort duty, of which the
contract with its exemption ofliability is one, are such that they limit the duty
of care the employees owed to the plaintiff" 39 She based this conclusion on the
notion ofvoluntary assumption ofriskrather than on La ForestJ.'s determina-
tion of a duty ofcare. She preferred to approach the matter in this waybecause
"[t]he rule proposed by my colleague LaForest J. would introduce a change in
thecommon law oftort ofmajor significance"4° Inaddition, she observed"[the
change] . . . would introduce collateral questions the answers to which are not
immediately apparent, at least to me"4'

With the utmost respect, none ofthe concerns mentioned by McLachlin J.
disappear by glossingover them as a"concatenationofevents"underthenotion
of voluntary assumption of risk . In fact La Forest J.'s judgment involved a
lengthy exploration ofwhat factors arerelevant infinding aduty ofcare and his
conclusion is carefully limited. Many of these factors could just as easily be
discussed under the notion of voluntary assumption of risk since they are
fundamentally concerned with theparties' expectations or what should reason-
ably be their expectations given what La Forest J. knows about the available
mechanisms for coping with the risks. As Professor John Fleming notes it has
been argued that "one could of course do without the defence [of voluntary
assumption of risk] eo nomine by employing instead the `duty' concept" ; but,
he asks: "sedcui bono? Itis saferto confront a knownthana disguised devil!"a
With respect, McLachlin J. managed to illustrate the converse, that employing
the independent concept ofthe voluntary assumption ofrisk does not necessar-
ily lead to a more complete uncloaking ofthe devil. More can behiddenbehind
a facile examination of that concept than amore complete examination of the
duty of care.

In the end, the choice is not between substantial far-reaching change and
modest adjustment to the law. Bothjudges tried to restrict their judgments to
anarrowrange of cases, but La ForestJ. explored more fully those factors in the
contractual matrix that influenced his decision .

McLachlin J.'s judgment is disappointing because it hides more than it
reveals, and annoying because it claims virtues that it does not really possess.
Nevertheless, the concept of voluntary assumption of risk does have some

19 Ibid., at pp . 457-458 (S.C.R.), 322 (D.L.R.) .
4° Ibid., at pp. 460 (S.C.R.), 324 (IS.L.R.) .
4' Ibid., at pp. 461 (S.C.R.), 325 (D.L.R.) .
421 Fleming, The Law of Torts (7th ed ., 1987), p. 265, fn . 2.
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advantages over the analysis of duty adopted by La Forest J. or the relaxation
of the privity doctrine proposed by Iacobucci J. First, it probably fits more
comfortably with traditional notions of the employer's vicarious liability than
a "duty" analysis . Itpreserves the notion that there is someunderlying liability
of the employees to support the employer's vicarious liability. Second, the
notion of voluntary assumption ofrisk probably answers the Blom conundrum
if that is thought necessary. It may seem more satisfactory to say that a duty
arises whenever the customerrelies on the employees to be careful, but there is
a voluntary assumption of risk if the customer does not rely on the employees
to be responsible for their carelessness . Third, the notion allows the court to
adopt a realistic presumptive rule without regard to the particular contract
between customer and employer, in fact even in the face of a positive assump-
tion of the risk by the employer.43

The conceptmay, however, havethe disadvantage compared with a "duty"
analysis ofputting too much emphasis on the expectations ofthe customer and
not enough on the expectations of the employees . But this possible bias can be
overcome if the problem is seen in all its rich context of representative actors .
Such a wider or more penetrating view also suggests that the concept has a
further advantage of allowing different results depending on whether the
problem is really one ofoverlapping insurance coverage - or is truly a rare case
concerned with the allocation of an uninsured risk.

The Judgment ofIacobucci J. : The Relaxation ofthe Privity Doctrine
The majorityjudgment held inemphatic terms thatthere wasaduty ofcare,

stopping just short of dramatically collapsing the law of negligence into a
single issue of the remoteness of damage .

	

This may have reflected the
argument of counsel, the fact that the court has in a number of recent cases
examined the vexing question ofthe scope ofthe duty of care and felt it had no
neworfreshinsights to add, or a desire to tackle the more straightforward issue
of the privity doctrine . At the same time, the majority declined to follow the
approach of McLachlin J. and to find there was a voluntary assumption of risk
bythe customer. Theyfeltno compellingreason toembarkupon acomplex and
somewhat uncertain "tort analysis" in order to allow third parties such as the
employees to obtain the benefit of a contractual limitation of liability clause.
Instead they embarked on a thorough review of the privity doctrine, including
its history, justification and application by Canadian courts .

Thispreference for a "contractual analysis" might suggest onemore closely
tied with what the parties actually agreed concerning the allocation of the risk,
withless needto search for a presumptiverolebased on the surrounding circum
stances. The only matter that the majority needed to imply is thatthe limitation
ofliability was intended to protect the employees even though the clause does
not expressly say so. This mayseem like amore modest role for the court than
to presume that the customer was not relying on the employees to indemnify .

a3 Although this possibility does not seem to be recognized in McLachlin Ps
judgment.
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Judges and academic commentators have an ambiguous attitude towards
the privity doctrine which is accurately captured by La Forest J.'s derisive
"pestilential nuisance".4 All agree that the doctrine has little, if any, social
purpose. However, their attitudes aremore doubtful as to its doctrinalessential-
ness and the magnitude of its possible mischief. ®n the onehand, the doctrine
is regarded as an aspect of the central question of which promises will be
enforced . Privity is seen as being connected to the fundamental doctrine of
consideration which forms the basis of the modern law of contracts . Hence,
whatever its particular social utility, the doctrine is an inevitable or logical part
ofall contracts as ®nthe otherhand, the doctrine is seen as a doctrinalmutation,
incompatible with any theory of contract law46 Yet, it survives because of
judicial restraint - even in the face of unorthodox precedent .

A similar ambiguous attitude is shown towards the doctrine's potential
harm . Much judicial language suggests that the doctrine has a dangerous
capacity to frustrate legitimate commercial activity . Yet, the case law is
surprisingly sparse and an enormous amount ofmulti-party contracting occurs
in modern society . Judges andacademic commentators often suggest that this
division between theory and practice is the result of extensive legislative
intervention, or because there are ameliorating devices which are easy to use.
Hence, it is not clearwhether the phenomenon should be regarded as pestilence
or nuisance.

However, there remains a significant difference between the way these
ameliorating devices are seenbyjudges and commentators . Mostjudges regard
agency, trust or assignment as exceptions to the privity doctrine, as referring to
a sub set ofcases with different or unique facts. However, most commentators
recognize that theameliorating devices are really alternativeways ofdescribing
the same facts. The courts' view mayhave more to do with a mistaken belief
about whichpretences ormysteries mustbe preserved topromote fidelity to the
law ratherthan anylesser capacitytobe masters ratherthanthe servants ofthese
concepts .

Much ofthis ambiguity about the importance ofthe privity doctrineremains
afterthe SupremeCourt ofCanada's decision . The languageofLaForestJ. was
largely scornful, but he did not consider the doctrine in detail . Iacobucci J. is
more respectful, seemingly reluctant to "relax" the doctrine any more than is
strictly or absolutely necessary . There are several possible explanations for
Iacobucci J.'s approach. First, andperhaps the mostobvious on the face ofthe
judgment, is that the doctrine does play some importantconceptual or doctrinal
role in the law of contracts and its removal might have significant and

'Supra,footnote 3, atpp. 315 (S.C.R .),266 (D.L.R .) . IdonotknowwhetherLa Forest
J. deliberately chose a (legal) noun and (medical) adjective that have decayed in potency
at different rates . He also employs, ibid., at pp . 359 (S.C.R .), 297 (D.L.R .), the religious
expression "avatar" to characterize the doctrine .

as See, for example, M.P. Furmston (ed.), Cheshire, Fifoot and Furmston's Law of
Contract (11th ed., 1986), pp. 437-455.

6̀ See, forexample, R. Flannigan, Privity -TheEndof anEra (Error) (1987),103 Law
Q.Rev . 564.
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undesirable consequences. What these might be are not suggested . But the
doctrine cannot be a minor nuisance if its removal "would represent a major
change to the common law involving complex and uncertain ramifications"4'
These comments seem somewhat fustian, given the thin justification and
elaborate criticism of the doctrine that Iacobucci J. catalogued. Moreover, they
may be based on a failure to realizejust how far the "exceptions" have nullified
the doctrine . At one point in his judgment, Iacobucci J . observed : "Few would
argue that complete strangers to a contract should have the right to enforce its
provisions."4 s At another point he refers to a principle of jus tertii or jus
quaesitim tertio as foreign ideas. 49 All of this overlooks the modern law of
assignment, which does treat a contract as a form of property which can be
transferred to complete strangers. At the same time, IacobucciJ.'s treatment of
agency and trust indicates thathe did not recognize them as alternative theories
to describe the same facts . He wrote as if there was some essential element
needed to establish an agency relationship, but did notindicate what itmightbe .
Ifit is a matter ofrecital (aneed to have aHimalayan clause in the contract), the
doctrine indeed may be a trivial nuisance . If it is a matter of intention, what
precise evidence of intention is missing?

The second possible explanation of Iacobucci J.'s approach may have
nothing much to do with the privity doctrineper se . There are many passages
in his judgment concerning the appropriate law-making role of the court that
seem to be of a boiler plate variety . These passages are mildly puzzling since
they do not seem to beparticularly apposite. It is true thattheissues are complex
and it is difficult to foresee where any particular theory might lead . But do the
majorityjudges really believe that any legislative committee would be able to
devote any more time and wisdom to the issue than they have? Or that this is
a case where contract makers have been reasonably relying on the privity
doctrine so that it would be unfair to hold them to their word?

The third explanation for Iacobucci J.'s approachmay bethathe wantedthe
best ofboth worlds, to be academically progressive in seeing the weakness of
the privity doctrine and wanting to eschew the need for such shams as agency
and trust; andjudicially conservative in wanting to take only incremental steps
in modifying (or relaxing) the doctrine . The judge was too acute not to realize
thathis relaxation ofthe doctrine is inherently unstable; that immunity will have
to be extended to an employee who is intended to be protected even while
performing tasks that arenot related to the serviceprovided by the contract with
the customer." There isnoprincipledreasonwhy thecustomershould be bound
by some of his promises and not others . And no principled or practical reason

47 Supra, footnote 3, at pp . 437 (S.C.R .), 358 (D.L.R .).
48 Ibid., at pp . 418 (S.C.R .), 345 (D.L.R .) .
4s Ibid., atpp . 426-428 (S.C.R.), 350-352 (D.L.R .) .
so The learned judge's attempt to distinguish Greenwood Shopping Plaza Ltd. v.

Beattie, supra, footnote 2, on the grounds that in that case the employees were third-party
strangers to the lease is particularly unconvincing . While it may be admirable to try to
preserve the shelf-life ofSupreme Court ofCanada decisions, this should not be done by
claiming thatthe court said something different and narrower than it did . Moreover, any
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whythe employees' conduct should be divided in this way. So the judgment is
not about finding the appropriate balance between competing values or prin-
ciples in contract law, but about a continuing process of swarming of an
undesirable virus with multiple antibodies .

There are, however, several difficulties with this analysis . First, while
intended to be incremental, it will seem to some to be revolutionary, and to
others, incoherent or unstable. For some, the relaxation ofthe privity doctrine
will seem to be revolutionary because, in effect, not much of the doctrine
survives . For others, having identified that the doctrine was an historical error
with no social or policy justification, the desire to preserve somevestigial form
of it seems based on a perverse notion ofjudicial responsibility . Second, the
attempt to change the law incrementally has resulted in distinguishing cases
which cannot, as a matter of function or the parties' expectations (apart from
specificcontractdoctrine), be distinguished. Ihave inmind situations where the
employees have committed anindependenttort- evenwheretheir employer and
the customer have expressly agreed to grant the employees immunity. Third,
this approach ignores too much of the contractual context, and starts with a
presumptive rule that places an unrealistic burden on the employees. Fourth,
and most important, it draws a line to mark the extent ofrelaxation that has no
logical or coherent relationship to the doctrine itselfor to any known principle
that does or should govern agreements to coordinate overlapping insurance
coverage .

The majority's unseemly scramble to adopt a minimalist position - even at
the expense of a coherentprinciple - demonstrates aremarkably crudetheory of
liberal legalism or the rule of law. The crudeness is remarkable because the
introduction of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms' has stimulated a spate of
thoughtful writing on the courts' role in developing social policy52 and because
the private rights of the individual litigants play such a small part in this
particular litigation. No one seriously imagines a dispute about $40 or even
$35,000 can be the driving force in this litigation. So concerns about the
unfairness of submerging individual rights in considerations of wider social
consequences seem particularly weak . Moreover, even the competency argu-
ments which are more fully developed by McLachlin l. and referred to by the
majority, seem to ignore the fact that the court is largely engaged in designing
a presumptive rule for the allocation of risk rather than mandating social
behaviour.
attempt to distinguish Greenwood Shopping Plaza on its facts is bound to fail because it
is an afortiori case for drawing a reasonable inference that the employees were intended
to benefitfrom the insurance provisions in thelease . While theparties mighthave expected
the employees in London Drugs to pay for damage to the transformers personally, there
could be no reasonable expectation in Greenwood Shopping Plaza that the employees
would pay for a shopping centre - the action had to be a mechanism for getting at the
employer's liability insurance. In other words, the only waythe employer (and its insurer)
could derive much benefit from the insurance provision inthelease was to infer that these
provisions were also intended for the benefit of the employees.

si Constitution Act, 1982, Part I .sx See, for example, L.E. Trakman, Reasoning with the Charter (1991) .
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I do not mean to suggest that there is no advantage to an incremental
approach in a case such as this - either in relation to the facts or legal theories .
Forinstance, in devising apresumptiverule, it maymake sense to start with the
limited case of immunity for employees performing services contemplated by
the contract . The rule might be further limited to cases involving property
damage rather than personal injury and to case where the employees are not the
principals behind small corporations . All of these limitations are contained in
La Forest J.'s judgment so he has approached the problem in an incremental
way. He has also explained why - that is, what other factors might make a
difference in other cases. Not all of his explanations are entirely convincing
since they ignore other factors (such as the way liability insurance is underwrit-
ten), but atleastthe analysis is attunedto what theparties mightreasonablyhave
expected . This analysis should satisfy any concern thatthe courts will suddenly
be pressed to recognize implied immunities or implied contractual rights in a
wide range of circumstances - where the evidence of actual intention is very
speculative orthin. But with themajorityjudgmentwe areleft with atheory that
in some contexttheparties cannot rely on anexpress immunity orcontractright.
The difficulty with the majority judgment is that they have adopted judicial
restraint as ajustification for arbitrariness . This seems unfortunate, since there
seems several ways in which their judgment could have been modified to
harmonize principle and restraint. First, they could have said there never has
been anyjustification forapplying theprivity doctrine to athird-party claiming
a contract immunity." Second, they could have said that the courts' treatment
of the doctrine and its exceptions demonstrates a central concern about the
difficulty in determining the parties' intentions, so any relaxation should be
restricted to expressly intended third parties and only those impliedly intended
in limited and compelling circumstances .

The Employees' Liabilityfor "Independent Torts"
All of the judges limited the protection granted to the employees to

situations where the employees areperforming the services contracted for. The
employees may well be liable for "independent torts" for which they may owe
aduty ofcare (LaForestJ.), forwhichthe customermaynotvoluntarily assume
the risk (McLachlin J.), or for which the privity doctrine will not be relaxed
(Iacobucci J.) . Yet there are indications, at least in the judgments ofLa Forest
andMcLachlin JJ . that, evenin the case ofindependenttorts, theemployees may
be entitled to protection . Surprisingly, there seems to be less support for
extending the protection (byfurtherrelaxing the privitydoctrine)inthemajority

ss None of the reasons given by Professor Trietel and cited by Iacobucci J., supra,
footnote 3, at pp . 417-418 (S.C.R .), 344 (D.L.R.), apply to third parties claiming an
immunity. The economic explanation given by Professor Atiyah, which is also cited by
Iacobucci J., ibid., at pp . 418 (S.C.R .), 344-345 (D.L.R.), might apply to third-parties
claiming an immunity, depending on what is meant by encouraging "the development of
a more market-based concept of enterprise liability" . Professor Atiyah's explanation is
puzzling because it is not clear why allowing parties to ignore theirpromises encourages
a market-based concept of enterprise liability .
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judgment . Not only is the result surprising, but it is anomalous in two ways .
First, itseems anomalousto give effecttotheparties' impliedintentions in a case
like London Drugs but refuse to give effect to their express intentions in other
situations . Nothinginthe explanation oftheprivity doctrine wouldexplain such
a curious result. Second, the distinction between torts committed while
performing the contract and independent torts probably _makes very little
commercial sense in terms of the available insurance coverage and the parties'
intentions .

Ifone thinks ofthe welders in Greenwood Shopping PlazaLtd . v. Beattie,5a
what significance should attach to whether theywere welding shelves pursuant
to the obligation under the lease to keep the premises in good repair, pursuant
to acontract of service with aparticular customer of Canadian Tire, or pursuant
to Canadian Tire's long-term plans to improve its capital equipment? Is it
seriously imaginedthat the insurers ofthe customers butnotthe landlord should
have a claim against them in the first case, the insurers of the landlord but not
the customers in the second, and the insurers ofboth in the third? How would
employees cope with such a complex pattern of liability for negligence during
the course of their employment? The only existing mechanism seems to be
through an omnibus clause of their employer's liability policy . Such insurance
may distinguish between different types of damages and different types of
liability - perhaps in a way that is more likely to provide coverage for property
damage and liability for independent torts55 However, several factors suggest
this coincidence ofliability and insurance coverage might notlead to acoherent
approach .

First, there is the obvious problem that the employees are dependent upon
insurance coverage that they cannot really control . Even if liability coverage
was promised by their employment contract, the employees' coverage may be
adversely affectedbythe conductoftheiremployer- in circumstancesthat make
it less likely that any claim for indemnity against the employer itself would be
effective .56

Second, assuming that the employees' liability is recognized as simply a
step in distributing the loss, there is no general pattern of underwriting liability
insurance in a way that precisely matches this distinction between independent
torts and torts committed in the performance of a contract. Nor, if one did
develop, could we predict with any confidence that courts interpreting the
insurance policies would match the insurance coverage with the case law
applying the tort distinction.

sa Supra, footnote 2.
ss Most liability insurance contracts are limited to liability for damage caused by

personal injury and property damage and do not cover liability for consequential damage
claims . Moreover some liability policies exclude liability assumed by contract.

ss See Scottv . WawanesaMutualInsurance Co.,supra, footnote 23, which illustrates
the courts' willingness to interpretthepolicy in suchaway thatthe conduct ofoneinsured
affects the interest of all insureds under an omnibus clause .
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Third, there is very little evidence that first party property insurers would
use their subrogation rights in a way that internalized the costs ofrisky activity
or effectively placed the costs on the best risk avoider. There is little evidence
that subrogation rights play a significant role in underwriting practice and any
recoveries are unlikely to be passed on to specific groups of insureds . 57

Fourth, once it is recognized the parties should be free to allocate the risk
as they seefit, and thatthe only difficult issue is what should be the presumptive
rule whentheirintentions are unclear, the distinction between independent torts
and torts committed while performing thecontract makes little sense since none
of the parties can or wants to act on the distinction.

57 One ofthe few published studies in theUnited States indicates that less thanone per
cent of fire and other personal lines claims were recovered by subrogation by one major
American insurer . See E. Dolden, Practical and Substantive Aspects of Subrogation
(1993), 4 Can. Ins . Law Rev. 121, at p. 122.
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